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PART ONE: PART ONE: 
THEORETICALTHEORETICAL & & EUROPEANEUROPEAN FRAMEWORKFRAMEWORK

Economic and 
social changes in European and global perspective:

Overview of (disciplinary) approaches and methodologiesOverview of (disciplinary) approaches and methodologies
Social  Changes in EuropeSocial  Changes in Europe
European  sociologyEuropean  sociology

PastPast, present and , present and future:future:
CharacteristicsCharacteristics EuropeanEuropean civilisationcivilisation
EuropeanEuropean integrationintegration processprocess: : overviewoverview
AssessmentAssessment of the of the existingexisting EuropeanEuropean debatedebate

LBE/JMC

Module  1 :Module  1 :

Module  2 : EuropeEurope ::

Th e ore t ical Fram e w ork : Th e ore t ical Fram e w ork : 
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MODULE ONEMODULE ONE
Economic and social changes from a European and Economic and social changes from a European and 

global perspectiveglobal perspective

II. . OverviewOverview of of (disciplinary) Approaches(disciplinary) Approaches

II. II. Theory of Social Change: social changesTheory of Social Change: social changes in in 
EuropeEurope

III. European  sociologyIII. European  sociology

LBE/JMC
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I. I. OverviewOverview of of (Disciplinary) Approaches(Disciplinary) Approaches
Setting  the debate in a comparative and changing macroSetting  the debate in a comparative and changing macro--social setting:social setting:

A socioA socio--economic systemeconomic system
Shaping  forces of socioShaping  forces of socio--econimic systems: level of economic  development, social econimic systems: level of economic  development, social 
& cultural  forces, geopolitcal/geographical setting& cultural  forces, geopolitcal/geographical setting
AssessmentAssessment

Overview Overview 

AA. . EconomyEconomy and and Markets: economic liberalismMarkets: economic liberalism

B. B. EconomyEconomy and the and the State: political economyState: political economy

C. C. EconomyEconomy and and Values:Values:
SocioSocio--economicseconomics
Moral economicsMoral economics

D. D. EconomicEconomic SociologySociology

LBE/JMC
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A.A. EconomyEconomy and and Markets:Markets:
Economic  liberalism(neoEconomic  liberalism(neo--classical)classical)

Core Core Components:Components: individualindividual sovereignitysovereignity, , selfself--
interestinterest, , rationalityrationality, private , private propertyproperty rightsrights, , selfself--
regulatingregulating marketmarket and and spontaneousspontaneous orderorder

AssessmentAssessment relationshiprelationship EconomyEconomy--MarketsMarkets: : 
widerwider societalsocietal contextcontext

analyticalanalytical extensionextension

dynamicdynamic dimension with damaging effectsdimension with damaging effects
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BB. . EconomyEconomy and the and the State: State: 
PPolitical economyolitical economy

Core concept: Core concept: power power relationshiprelationship

Focus: Focus: statestate--marketmarket relationshiprelationship at at nationalnational and and 
international levelinternational level

AssessmentAssessment: : 
permanent permanent debatedebate betweenbetween the 2 the 2 organisationorganisation principlesprinciples of of 
socialsocial life: international public goods life: international public goods 

welfare state as welfare state as anan appliedapplied marketmarket economyeconomy systemsystem

institutionalinstitutional economicseconomics
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C. C. EconomyEconomy and and ValuesValues

1. Socio1. Socio--economicseconomics: : economyeconomy and the and the socialsocial
dimensiondimension of societyof society

VisionVision: welfare: welfare

SocioSocio--economiceconomic goals: goals: consumptionconsumption, , sustainabilitysustainability, , meaningmeaning, , enhancingenhancing
activitiesactivities and and economiceconomic justicejustice

2. Moral2. Moral EconomicsEconomics: : economyeconomy and and ethicsethics
OriginOrigin: : Aristotle: Aristotle: ““oikosoikos””, , ““polispolis”” and the and the ““ethosethos””

SubjectivitySubjectivity of of EthicsEthics: : anan ethicalethical (I. Kant/categoric imperatif) and(I. Kant/categoric imperatif) and anan
economiceconomic answer (free market/social contract) > ethical relativismanswer (free market/social contract) > ethical relativism

Return to Return to ethicsethics

Questioning of a value free science and focus  on a visionQuestioning of a value free science and focus  on a vision--embedded embedded 
societysociety

Renewed moral relation between the individual and the commuunityRenewed moral relation between the individual and the commuunity (E(E. . 
Morin, H. Morin, H. HendersonHenderson, , McIntyreMcIntyre, C. Taylor, etc.): contents, C. Taylor, etc.): contents

ConclusionConclusion
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D. D. EconomicEconomic Sociology: Sociology: 
CultureCulture--inclusive Theoryinclusive Theory

1.1. ConceptualConceptual setting: setting: 
ReRe--integrationintegration of the of the economyeconomy in in culture: mutual  interactionculture: mutual  interaction
RedefinitionRedefinition of culture:of culture:

2.2. RoleRole of Cultureof Culture: : integrationintegration of of economyeconomy intointo societysociety
SocialSocial order (E. order (E. Durkheim): orderDurkheim): order--maintaining rolemaintaining role
SocialSocial transformationtransformation (M. (M. Weber): orderWeber): order--transforming roletransforming role

3.3. CulturalCultural symbolism: shift from usesymbolism: shift from use--value to  symbolic value to  symbolic 
valuevalue

4.4. Assessment: Assessment: 
How do societies hold together?How do societies hold together?
Role of nation states and  the globalization trend in cultureRole of nation states and  the globalization trend in culture
Economies embedded and differentiated (Granovetter)Economies embedded and differentiated (Granovetter)
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““a set of a set of valuesvalues and and practicespractices throughthrough whichwhich
individualsindividuals seekseek out out meaningmeaning””



II. Social changes in Europe: II. Social changes in Europe: 
comparative analysiscomparative analysis

1. Types of society1. Types of society

2. Theory of social change: 2. Theory of social change: changing institutions changing institutions 
in modern societiesin modern societies

3. 3. The making of contemporary Europe:The making of contemporary Europe:



1.1. Types of societyTypes of society
PrePre--modern societies:modern societies:

Hunting and gatheringHunting and gathering
Agrarian/pastoral Agrarian/pastoral 
Urban society: traditional states or civilization (nonUrban society: traditional states or civilization (non--industrial)industrial)

Modern societies: the industrial societiesModern societies: the industrial societies
emergence of machine production, based on the use of inanimate pemergence of machine production, based on the use of inanimate power ower 
resourcesresources
90% live in towns (impersonal social life)90% live in towns (impersonal social life)
Political systems are more developed in intensive, more integratPolitical systems are more developed in intensive, more integrated national ed national 
communitiescommunities
First First NationNation--statesstates
Colonialism (XVII Colonialism (XVII early XX)early XX): industrial society : industrial society vsvs traditional societies; First , traditional societies; First , 
Second and Third WorldSecond and Third World

PostPost--modern Societiesmodern Societies
Fragmentation & segmentationFragmentation & segmentation
Increased competition Increased competition 
IndividualizationIndividualization
GlobalisationGlobalisation and and regionalisationregionalisation
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2. Theory of Social change2. Theory of Social change
What is social change?What is social change?

changes in the underlying structure/organization over a period ochanges in the underlying structure/organization over a period of timef time
changes in relation to what remain stable as a base for comparischanges in relation to what remain stable as a base for comparison  (e.g. on  (e.g. 
Industrial  Revolution, Christianity, Islam) Industrial  Revolution, Christianity, Islam) 

Social change: the transformation over time of the institutions Social change: the transformation over time of the institutions and and 
cultures of society cultures of society 

ConstatConstat:: Social change and the development of social organizations and Social change and the development of social organizations and 
institutions can not be understood by any singleinstitutions can not be understood by any single--factor theory of social factor theory of social 
change change 

What determines social change?What determines social change? Broad categories of influences are:Broad categories of influences are:
Cultural factors (religion, communication systems, individual leCultural factors (religion, communication systems, individual leadership)adership)
Physical environment (climate, communication routes)Physical environment (climate, communication routes)
Political organizationPolitical organization
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2. Social change: 2. Social change: 
Changes in the (postChanges in the (post--) modern period) modern period

Explanations of rapid acceleration in the speed of social changeExplanations of rapid acceleration in the speed of social change

Cultural influences: science & secularization: Cultural influences: science & secularization: critical and innovative critical and innovative 
character (how and what we think)character (how and what we think)

Economic influences: industrial capitalism, European  integratioEconomic influences: industrial capitalism, European  integration n 

GeoGeo--Political influences Political influences 

Examples:Examples:
Industrial capitalism: most important economic influence on modeIndustrial capitalism: most important economic influence on modern social rn social 
change (characterized by constant innovation and revision of prochange (characterized by constant innovation and revision of productive ductive 
technology); technology); 
European  integration European  integration 
GlobalisationGlobalisation
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2. Social change2. Social change

Modern state
Science and technology

Industrial capitalism Physical environment Culture

Political factors

Social Change



ChangingChanging InstitutionsInstitutions in Modern  in Modern  Societies:Societies:
four set  of institutions: four set  of institutions: 

interdependent and tense relationsinterdependent and tense relations

Organisation of  employment: Organisation of  employment: 
work, occupations, small, medium work, occupations, small, medium 
and big  and big  entreprisesentreprises

Organisation of working life: Organisation of working life: 
working time,  working time,  

Sectors of employment:Sectors of employment: industrial, industrial, 
service, knowledgeservice, knowledge--based, based, 

Inequality  (class structures)Inequality  (class structures)

Forms of economic  Forms of economic  
governance: markets, governance: markets, 
hierarchies, states, corporatism hierarchies, states, corporatism 
and networks of reciprocityand networks of reciprocity

FamilyFamily

EducationEducation

ReligionReligion

Nation State: ethnicity & identityNation State: ethnicity & identity

CultureCulture

Political democracyPolitical democracy

Organisation of Social Interests Organisation of Social Interests 

The Welfare StateThe Welfare State

(Active) Citizenship(Active) Citizenship

ECONOMIC ACTIVITIESECONOMIC ACTIVITIES OWNERSHIP/ CONTROL OF OWNERSHIP/ CONTROL OF 
THE ECONOMYTHE ECONOMY

TRADITION  & COMMUNITYTRADITION  & COMMUNITY SOCIETYSOCIETY
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3. 3. The making of contemporary Europe: The making of contemporary Europe: 
Two  major phases:Two  major phases:
AA. . MidMid 20th 20th centurycentury socialsocial compromisecompromise: : 

OrganisedOrganised capitalismcapitalism oror FordismFordism--KeynesianismKeynesianism
Increasing moves to regulation: excessive competition + (negativIncreasing moves to regulation: excessive competition + (negative) e) 
social  consequencessocial  consequences
CharacteristicsCharacteristics

BB. . PostPost--industrialindustrial//PostPost--modernmodern era: era: focus on flexible accumulation of wealth focus on flexible accumulation of wealth 
(late 20th century)(late 20th century)

DisorganisedDisorganised capitalismcapitalism oror postpost--fordismfordism: : knowledge/information societyknowledge/information society
conceptconcept of of flexibility:flexibility:
Characteristics: Characteristics: ““Individualizing SocietyIndividualizing Society””
Major fundamental changes:Major fundamental changes:
Assessment: Assessment: 

Importance of impersonal market forces at global economic level Importance of impersonal market forces at global economic level >network  >network  
of interactions: deof interactions: de--location, mobility, delocation, mobility, de--territorialisationterritorialisation
Role of the State: national state  capacity + international orgaRole of the State: national state  capacity + international organisations nisations 
Role of Society: competitive individualism (entreprneurship) vs Role of Society: competitive individualism (entreprneurship) vs need of need of 
human security human security 

LBE/JMC
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III. III. EuropeanEuropean SociologySociology: : 
a a theoretical, European  and  global  perspectivetheoretical, European  and  global  perspective

A. What is SociologyA. What is Sociology

B. Contemporary theory and practitioners

??
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A. What is SociologyA. What is Sociology

1.1. DefinitionDefinition
2.2. Sociological PracticeSociological Practice
3.3. OriginOrigin
4.4. Founders/ IssuesFounders/ Issues
5.5. Theoretical ApproachesTheoretical Approaches
6.6. Level of analysisLevel of analysis
7.7. Practical implicationsPractical implications



1. Definition1. Definition

Sociology: the systematic scientific  study of human Sociology: the systematic scientific  study of human 
societies (i.e. human social life, groups and societies), societies (i.e. human social life, groups and societies), 
with special emphasis to modern, industrialized systemswith special emphasis to modern, industrialized systems

Sociological questions:Sociological questions:
How did this world come about? How did this world come about? 
Why are our conditions of life different? Why are our conditions of life different? 
What directions will change take in the future?What directions will change take in the future?

Wide scope of sociological studyWide scope of sociological study
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2. Sociological Practice2. Sociological Practice

Think imaginativelyThink imaginatively
Detachment from preDetachment from pre--conceived ideas about conceived ideas about 
social life, detachment from daily routine and social life, detachment from daily routine and 
capacity to abstractcapacity to abstract
Connect the local with the global and the Connect the local with the global and the 
individual to the larger picture and vice versaindividual to the larger picture and vice versa
Reflect upon the relationship between Reflect upon the relationship between social social 
structurestructure and and agents agents structurationstructuration
C. Wright Mills (1970): C. Wright Mills (1970): ““sociological sociological 
imaginationimagination””

??
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??
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3. Origin3. Origin

Attempt to understand the farAttempt to understand the far--reaching reaching 
changes  occurred in societies over the past changes  occurred in societies over the past 
three centuries.three centuries.

Changes: large scale as well as shifts in the Changes: large scale as well as shifts in the 
personal lifepersonal life

Not Not ““a valid for everybodya valid for everybody”” body of ideas body of ideas 
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4. Founders4. Founders

Auguste Comte (1798Auguste Comte (1798--1857)1857)

Karl Marx (1818Karl Marx (1818--1883)1883)
MidMid--nineteenth centurynineteenth century

Basic issues of sociology: nature of sociology, Basic issues of sociology: nature of sociology, 
impact of changes brought by modernizationimpact of changes brought by modernization

Emile Durkheim (1858Emile Durkheim (1858--1917)1917)

Max Weber (1864Max Weber (1864--1920)1920)

Harriet Martineau (1802Harriet Martineau (1802--1876)1876)
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Auguste Comte (1798Auguste Comte (1798--1857)1857)

Invented the word Invented the word ““sociologysociology”” (( social physics)social physics)

All sciences share the same logic and scientific All sciences share the same logic and scientific 
method aimed at revealing universal lawsmethod aimed at revealing universal laws

Positivism: science based on observable entities Positivism: science based on observable entities 
known directly to experience: known directly to experience: 

causal relationships between events causal relationships between events 
predictions on future eventspredictions on future events

Law of the three stages to understand the world: Law of the three stages to understand the world: 
theological, metaphysical, positivetheological, metaphysical, positive

??
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Karl Marx (1818Karl Marx (1818--1883)1883)

Concern: connect economic problems with social Concern: connect economic problems with social 
institutionsinstitutions

CapitalismCapitalism and and class struggleclass struggle
MaterialisticMaterialistic conception of historyconception of history

Historical stages: hunters and gatherers Historical stages: hunters and gatherers slaveslave--
owning systems owning systems feudal systems feudal systems merchants and merchants and 
craftsmen : emergence of commercial or capitalist craftsmen : emergence of commercial or capitalist 
classclass

Inevitability of a Inevitability of a workersworkers’’ revolutionrevolution
Economic influences on social changeEconomic influences on social change

?? àà
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Emile Durkheim (1858Emile Durkheim (1858--1917)1917)

Comte did not carry out the program of establishing Comte did not carry out the program of establishing 
sociology on a scientific basissociology on a scientific basis
““Study social facts as thingsStudy social facts as things””
Social facts have a reality of their own: external and Social facts have a reality of their own: external and 
with coercive power over individuals (not recognized with coercive power over individuals (not recognized 
often by individuals)often by individuals)
Social Social change/division of labor emergence of a 

new type of solidarity: organic solidarity as opposed 
to mechanical solidarity
“Anomie” :feeling of aimlessness or despair provoked 
by modern social life
Study of suicide: insist on sociological explanations

§§
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Max Weber (1864Max Weber (1864--1920)1920)
Rejects the materialistic conception of history: Rejects the materialistic conception of history: ideasideas and and 
valuesvalues have as much impact on social change than have as much impact on social change than 
economic factorseconomic factors
Sociology should focus on Sociology should focus on social actions social actions in which in which 
motivation and ideas are the forces behind changemotivation and ideas are the forces behind change
Reference to Reference to ““ideal typeideal type””
Emergence of modern society accompanied by important Emergence of modern society accompanied by important 
shifts in patterns of social action: shifts in patterns of social action: RationalizationRationalization (rational (rational 
and instrumental calculations taking into account efficiency and instrumental calculations taking into account efficiency 
and future consequencesand future consequences
Rationalization = development of science, modern Rationalization = development of science, modern 
technology and bureaucracy (efficiency and technical technology and bureaucracy (efficiency and technical 
knowledgeknowledge
Capitalism is dominated by science and bureaucracy (Capitalism is dominated by science and bureaucracy (large large 
scale organizationsscale organizations) not class conflict) not class conflict
DisenchantmentDisenchantment: sweeping away  forces of sentimentality : sweeping away  forces of sentimentality 
by scientific thinking by scientific thinking 
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Max WEBER:Max WEBER:

Question: why did capitalism develop in the West and Question: why did capitalism develop in the West and 
nowhere else?nowhere else?

Desire to accumulate wealth = spirit of capitalismDesire to accumulate wealth = spirit of capitalism
Rejection to follow a luxurious lifeRejection to follow a luxurious life
ReRe--investment of wealth to promote the further expansion of the investment of wealth to promote the further expansion of the 
enterpriseenterprise

Early capitalists were mostly Puritans (Protestantism and Early capitalists were mostly Puritans (Protestantism and 
Calvinistic view)Calvinistic view)

Human beings are GodHuman beings are God’’s instruments on earths instruments on earth
Human beings are required to work in a vocation for the greater Human beings are required to work in a vocation for the greater 
glory of Godglory of God
Success in  vocation is indicated by material wealthSuccess in  vocation is indicated by material wealth

Assessment:Assessment: contributing to theorycontributing to theory--building, understanding  building, understanding  
complexities, stimulating  future  research complexities, stimulating  future  research 

The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of CapitalismThe Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism
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Harriet Martineau (1802Harriet Martineau (1802--1876)1876)

Introducing sociology to Britain Introducing sociology to Britain 

The study of society implies focusing on all its The study of society implies focusing on all its 
aspects: political, religious and social institutionsaspects: political, religious and social institutions

Analysis of society must include an Analysis of society must include an 
understanding of womenunderstanding of women’’s livess lives

The first to turn a sociological eye to issues like The first to turn a sociological eye to issues like 
marriage, children, domestic and religious life, marriage, children, domestic and religious life, 
race relationsrace relations

§§
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5. Theoretical Approaches5. Theoretical Approaches

Diversity of theoretical approaches:Diversity of theoretical approaches:

Functionalism:  Functionalism:  
looks at society as a whole: contribution of a social activity tlooks at society as a whole: contribution of a social activity to society. o society. 
(Merton:  manifest functions and latent functions)(Merton:  manifest functions and latent functions)

Conflict theories: Conflict theories: 
study of inequalities using the concept of classstudy of inequalities using the concept of class

““Symbolic Symbolic interactionisminteractionism””: : 
exchange of symbols between individuals in social interaction (sexchange of symbols between individuals in social interaction (small mall 
scale interactions of individuals)scale interactions of individuals)

Different frameworks to explain social reality:Different frameworks to explain social reality:

looking at the processes through which reality is looking at the processes through which reality is 
constructed (Berger & constructed (Berger & LuckmanLuckman, T, T

??

??
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Social reality (preSocial reality (pre--)exists independently of people)exists independently of people’’s talking about it or s talking about it or 
living it.living it.
Social Social contructionismcontructionism: : 

he Social Construction of Realityhe Social Construction of Reality””, , 
1996.1996.



Social Social contructionismcontructionism

??

??

??

SociologicalSociological theorytheory ofof knowledgeknowledge: : 
Social Social constructionconstruction isis a a conceptconcept or or practicepractice thatthat isis the the constructconstruct
((artefactartefact) ) ofof a a particularparticular groupgroup
studystudy the the developmentdevelopment ofof social social phenomenaphenomena in social in social contextscontexts
basedbased on reality, on reality, knowledgeknowledge and and learninglearning
all knowledge, also  common sense knowledge, is derived from  all knowledge, also  common sense knowledge, is derived from  
and  maintained by social interactionsand  maintained by social interactions
Obvious facts of social reality may differ among people from Obvious facts of social reality may differ among people from 
different cultures and among people of the same culture: different cultures and among people of the same culture: subjective subjective 
creation of social realitycreation of social reality

Source of the postmodern movement and influential in the field oSource of the postmodern movement and influential in the field of f 
cultural studiescultural studies

Social Social ConstructionismConstructionism has been criticized for its unwillingness to has been criticized for its unwillingness to 
accept broader social forces as powerful influences on observablaccept broader social forces as powerful influences on observable e 
social outcomessocial outcomes

§§
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6. Levels of analysis6. Levels of analysis

MicroMicro--sociologysociology
Everyday behaviour Everyday behaviour 

MacroMacro--sociologysociology
Large scale social systems: political systems, Large scale social systems: political systems, 
economic order, economic order, ……

Long term processes of change: industrialism,Long term processes of change: industrialism,

modernity, modernity, ……

??

??
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7. Practical Implications7. Practical Implications

Contributions to:Contributions to:
Social criticismSocial criticism
Practical social reformPractical social reform

Reasons: Reasons: 
Improved understanding of sets of social circumstancesImproved understanding of sets of social circumstances
Means of increasing cultural sensitivities (i.e. Means of increasing cultural sensitivities (i.e. awareness of awareness of 
divergent cultural values): consequences of adoption of a divergent cultural values): consequences of adoption of a 
particular policy programmeparticular policy programme
Provides Provides selfself--enlightenment: enlightenment: opportunity to alter the opportunity to alter the 
conditions of our own lifeconditions of our own life

??

??
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B. B. ContemporaryContemporary theorytheory and and practitionerspractitioners

1. Current theoretical context and content1. Current theoretical context and content

2. Sociological theory in the global era: 2. Sociological theory in the global era: 
postmodernismpostmodernism

3. Contemporary 3. Contemporary ““globalglobal”” European European 
thinkers/sociologiststhinkers/sociologists



1. Current theoretical context & content1. Current theoretical context & content

Ideas developed by classical thinkers continue to Ideas developed by classical thinkers continue to 
provoke debate/disagreement: provoke debate/disagreement: 

Four basic theoretical dilemmas are matters of Four basic theoretical dilemmas are matters of 
continuing controversy:continuing controversy:

a. Human action and social structurea. Human action and social structure
b. Consensus and conflict in societyb. Consensus and conflict in society
c. Genderc. Gender
d. Modern social developmentd. Modern social development

??

??
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a. Structure and (Human) Actiona. Structure and (Human) Action

Durkheim: society has primacy over the individual Durkheim: society has primacy over the individual 
personperson

??
Society = composite of many individualsSociety = composite of many individuals

We have reasons for what we do, we inhabit a world We have reasons for what we do, we inhabit a world 
permeated by cultural meaningspermeated by cultural meanings
We are creators not creaturesWe are creators not creatures

Evaluation:Evaluation:
Important for all fields of social sciencesImportant for all fields of social sciences
Society is not external as the physical worldSociety is not external as the physical world

??

??

??
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b. Consensus and conflictb. Consensus and conflict

Functionalists thinkers: society is treated as an integrated Functionalists thinkers: society is treated as an integrated 
whole with structures that mesh closely with one anotherwhole with structures that mesh closely with one another

its institutions must work in harmony with one another its institutions must work in harmony with one another 
cooperation cooperation consensusconsensus

??
Marx: societies are divided into classes with unMarx: societies are divided into classes with un--equal equal 
resources resources divisions of interestsdivisions of interests

Society is full of tensionSociety is full of tension

Evaluation:Evaluation:
All societies involve degrees of consensus and divisionAll societies involve degrees of consensus and division
Important is the connections between consensus and conflicts Important is the connections between consensus and conflicts 
between social systemsbetween social systems

??

??

??
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c. Genderc. Gender
Durkheim: man is almost entirely the production of society, Durkheim: man is almost entirely the production of society, 
women are to a far extent the product women are to a far extent the product knowledgeknowledge of natureof nature

??
Today: female identity is as much shaped by society than male Today: female identity is as much shaped by society than male 
identityidentity

??
Marx: gender differences in power and status reflect other Marx: gender differences in power and status reflect other 
divisions: class divisiondivisions: class division

??
Rise of womenRise of women’’s movement: assault on perceived male bias in s movement: assault on perceived male bias in 
sociological theory and methodology:sociological theory and methodology:

Centrality of gender in analyzing the social worldCentrality of gender in analyzing the social world
Most feminists agree that knowledge is integrally related to Most feminists agree that knowledge is integrally related to 
questions of sex and gender: different constructs of the questions of sex and gender: different constructs of the 
understanding of the worldunderstanding of the world

Judith Judith ButtlerButtler: gender is not a fixed category but a fluid one : gender is not a fixed category but a fluid one 
Susan Susan FaludiFaludi: domination of men in all spheres is a myth: domination of men in all spheres is a myth

??

??

??

??

??
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d. Sd. Shaping the modern worldhaping the modern world

Marxist perspectiveMarxist perspective

Modern society = capitalistic societyModern society = capitalistic society

Pressure over constant economic transformation Pressure over constant economic transformation 
constant technological innovation to remain constant technological innovation to remain 
competitivecompetitive

WeberWeber’’s views view

Capitalism = only Capitalism = only ““one amongst othersone amongst others”” major major 
factors shaping social development in the modern factors shaping social development in the modern 
periodperiod

Science + bureaucracy Science + bureaucracy rationalizationrationalization

??

??
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ComparisonComparison

Western dominance comes from Western dominance comes from 
command over industrial resources command over industrial resources 
and military powerand military power

Western dominance is a result of Western dominance is a result of 
expansionist logic of capitalexpansionist logic of capital

Rationalization will go further in Rationalization will go further in 
future in all spheresfuture in all spheres

Capitalist societies are transitory Capitalist societies are transitory 
on road to socialismon road to socialism

Power is separable from other Power is separable from other 
sources, e.g. gendersources, e.g. gender

Power derives ultimately from Power derives ultimately from 
economic inequalitieseconomic inequalities

Class just one type of inequality Class just one type of inequality 
among manyamong many

Class inequalities are basic to Class inequalities are basic to 
nature of modern societiesnature of modern societies

Rationalization of productionRationalization of productionCapitalist economic growthCapitalist economic growth

WeberianWeberian ideasideasMarxist ideasMarxist ideas



AssessmentAssessment

Influence on the analysis of industrialized and less Influence on the analysis of industrialized and less 
developed societydeveloped society

Differing political positions: left Differing political positions: left vsvs rights, north rights, north vsvs
south, conservatives south, conservatives vsvs liberalsliberals

TodayToday’’s s paradoxesparadoxes. A . A complexitycomplexity ofof ((multimulti--levellevel) ) 
issuesissues,  ,  mixedmixed consequencesconsequences ofof globalisationglobalisation, , 
governancegovernance challengeschallenges: : exitexit vs voice, security vs  vs voice, security vs  
freedomfreedom, mind vs  , mind vs  mattermatter, , rationalityrationality vs  vs  intuitionintuition, , 
traditiontradition vs vs creativitycreativity

??

??

??



2. Recent sociological theory in the  2. Recent sociological theory in the  
global era: global era: PostmodernismPostmodernism

Classic social thinkers took their inspiration from the Classic social thinkers took their inspiration from the 
idea that history has a shape: it goes somewhere and idea that history has a shape: it goes somewhere and 
leads to progress.leads to progress.
This notion has now collapsed: there are no longer This notion has now collapsed: there are no longer 
any any ““grand narrativesgrand narratives”” or metaor meta--narratives, there is no narratives, there is no 
history (Francis Fukuyama)history (Francis Fukuyama)
Postmodern society, dominated by media, is highly Postmodern society, dominated by media, is highly 
pluralistic and diversepluralistic and diverse
We come in touch with many images and ideas which We come in touch with many images and ideas which 
have little connection with the history of the areas in have little connection with the history of the areas in 
which we live or with our personal historieswhich we live or with our personal histories

??

??

??

??



PostmodernismPostmodernism

Focus on a Focus on a decentreddecentred and and fragmentedfragmented societysociety

No No overarchingoverarching frameworkframework ofof social social orderorder and and 
regulationregulation or or universaluniversal cultural cultural idealsideals

Focus on Focus on differentiationdifferentiation and cultural and cultural specificityspecificity

??

??

??



Reference authorsReference authors

Jean Jean BaudrillardBaudrillard

Michel FoucaultMichel Foucault

Pierre Pierre BourdieuBourdieu

??

??

??



Jean Jean BaudrillardBaudrillard (27/07/1929(27/07/1929--6/3/2007)6/3/2007)

Who? French cultural theorist, sociologist, philosopher, 
political commentator

Point of departure: Electronic media has destroyed the Point of departure: Electronic media has destroyed the 
relationship to our past and created a relationship to our past and created a chaotic and empty chaotic and empty 
worldworld..

Social life is influenced above all by signs and images (Social life is influenced above all by signs and images (vsvs
MarxMarx’’s market forces)s market forces)
In a media dominated age, meaning is created by the In a media dominated age, meaning is created by the 
flow of images flow of images makemake--believe universebelieve universe in which we in which we 
respond to images rather than real persons/real situationsrespond to images rather than real persons/real situations
DDissolution of life into a screen (TV)issolution of life into a screen (TV)

§§

§§
àà

§§



Michel Foucault Michel Foucault (15/101926(15/101926--25/06/1984)25/06/1984)

WhoWho? ? FrenchFrench philosopherphilosopher, , sociologistsociologist and and historianhistorian

Attempts to illustrate shifts of understanding which separate Attempts to illustrate shifts of understanding which separate 
thinking in our modern world from that of earlier ages thinking in our modern world from that of earlier ages 
(crime, body, madness, sexuality)(crime, body, madness, sexuality)

Analysis of modern institution and their role in controlling andAnalysis of modern institution and their role in controlling and
monitoring the social population:monitoring the social population:
There is another side of Enlightenment ideas about individual There is another side of Enlightenment ideas about individual 
liberty which are connected with liberty which are connected with surveillance and disciplinesurveillance and discipline
Relationship between power, ideology and discourse Relationship between power, ideology and discourse in modern in modern 
organizational systemsorganizational systems
Many concepts, beliefs and structure are taken for granted Many concepts, beliefs and structure are taken for granted 
because they are familiarbecause they are familiar

§§

§§

§§



Pierre Pierre BourdieuBourdieu (August 1, 1930 (August 1, 1930 –– JanuaryJanuary 23, 2002) 23, 2002) 

SociologySociology of culture or a "of culture or a "TheoryTheory of of PracticePractice:  :  connectconnect
theoreticaltheoretical ideasideas withwith empiricalempirical researchresearch, , groundedgrounded in in everydayeveryday
life ".life ".

Key Key termsterms: habitus, : habitus, and and fieldfield..

ExtensionExtension the idea of the idea of captialcaptial toto categoriescategories suchsuch asas social social 
capital, cultural capital and capital, cultural capital and symbolicsymbolic capital . capital . 

EachEach individualindividual occupiesoccupies a position in a a position in a multidimensionalmultidimensional
hehe or or sheshe isis notnot defineddefined onlyonly byby social class social class 

membershipmembership, , butbut byby everyevery single single kindkind of capital of capital hehe or or sheshe can can 
articulatearticulate through social relations. through social relations. ThatThat capital capital includesincludes the the 
valuevalue of social of social networksnetworks, , whichwhich can can bebe usedused toto produce or produce or 
reproducereproduce inequalityinequality..

??

??

??

??

capitalcapital

social social 
space:space:



3. Contemporary (3. Contemporary (““globalglobal””) European ) European 
thinkers/sociologists: new conceptsthinkers/sociologists: new concepts

ZygmuntZygmunt BaumanBauman
UlrichUlrich Beck Beck 
Manuel Manuel CastellsCastells
Anthony Anthony GiddensGiddens
JurgenJurgen HabermasHabermas
Edgar Edgar MorinMorin
AmartyaAmartya SenSen
AmitaiAmitai EtzioniEtzioni

??

??

??

??

??

??

??

??



ZygmuntZygmunt BaumanBauman (19/11/1925(19/11/1925-- ))

WhoWho? ? PolishPolish sociologistsociologist

Core Core conceptconcept: : liquidliquid societysociety

PublicationsPublications: : 
““La  SocietLa  Societàà delldell’’incertezzaincertezza”” (1999)(1999)
““ModernitModernitàà liquidaliquida”” (2002)(2002)
““La SocietLa Societàà individualizzataindividualizzata”” (2002)(2002)
““LL’’Europa Europa èè unun’’avventuraavventura”” (2006)(2006)
““LL’’arte della vitaarte della vita”” (2009)(2009)

??

??

??

??

??



Ulrich Beck Ulrich Beck (May 15, 1944 (May 15, 1944 -- ))

Who? a German sociologist, professor at Munich University and at 
the LSE

Core concept: global risk society
The second modernity
What postmodernists see as lack of pattern (chaos) he sees as 
risk or uncertainty: the management of risk is the prime 
feature of the global order
The nature of risk is changing: it derives less from natural 
dangers or hazards than from uncertainties created by our own 
social development (science and technology)
Hazards are not restricted spatially, temporally or socially
There must be transnational cooperation between states
New forms of activisms appear: sub-politics = activities of 
groups and agencies operating outside the formal mechanisms 
of democratic politics

?

?

?

?

?

?

à



UlrichUlrich BeckBeck

, , 
EditorialEditorial La Repubblica 25/10/2010 La Repubblica 25/10/2010 

: : 

Le cinque Le cinque autoillusioniautoillusioni della politica nelldella politica nell’’era globaleera globale

WhatWhat isis globalisationglobalisation //Che cosa è la globalizzazione
(2000)(2000)

PowerPower in the Global in the Global AgeAge (2005).(2005).

CosmopolitanCosmopolitan Vision (2006).Vision (2006).

CosmopolitanCosmopolitan EuropeEurope ((withwith E. Grande)(2007)E. Grande)(2007)

Conditio Humana: Il rischio nell’eta globale (2008)

PublicationsPublications
??

??

??

??

?



Manuel Manuel CastellsCastells ((Albacete, Albacete, SpainSpain, in 1942), in 1942)

Who? Who? 
a Spanish sociologist associated with information society and 
communications research. 
His sociologic work synthesises empirical research on urban sociology, 
organization studies, internet studies, social movements, sociology of culture 
and political economy

Core concept: the network economynetwork economy
The Information Society is marked by the rise of networks and neThe Information Society is marked by the rise of networks and network twork 
economyeconomy
Telecommunications and computersTelecommunications and computers are the basis of production are the basis of production 
In the network society In the network society personal identitypersonal identity becomes an open matter: we do becomes an open matter: we do 
not take any longer our identities as given but we need to make not take any longer our identities as given but we need to make themthem
We no longer fully control the world we createdWe no longer fully control the world we created
ICTsICTs can be means of local empowerment and community renewalcan be means of local empowerment and community renewal

The trilogy:  Castells, Manuel, 

Cambridge, MA; Oxford, UK: Blackwell. 

?

?

??

??

??

??

??

Publications : Information Age The 
Information Age: Economy, Society and Culture Vol. I (1996), Vol. II (1997) 
& Vol. III (1998)/, 



AmitaiAmitai EtzioniEtzioni (4/01/1929, Cologne, Germany)

WhoWho? a ? a GermanGerman--IsraeliIsraeli--AmericanAmerican sociologistsociologist, , knownknown forfor hishis
work on work on sociosocio--economicseconomics and and communitarianismcommunitarianism

arguesargues forfor the the needneed toto balancebalance
freedomfreedom withwith moralitymorality, and , and autonomyautonomy withwith community. community. HeHe
proposesproposes a new golden a new golden rulerule: ": "RespectRespect and and upholduphold society's society's 
moralmoral orderorder asas youyou wouldwould havehave society society respectrespect and and upholduphold
youryour autonomyautonomy."."[[

offersoffers anan examinationexamination of the of the rolerole
of of ethicsethics, , moralmoral valuesvalues, and community in , and community in economicseconomics. . HeHe
arguesargues forfor the the replacingreplacing of the of the neoclassicalneoclassical paradigmparadigm withwith
the "I & the "I & WeWe" " paradigmparadigm. . 

??

??

??

The  Ne w  Golde n The  Ne w  Golde n RuleRule : : 

The  The  MoralMoral Dim e ns ionDim e ns ion: : 



Anthony Anthony GiddensGiddens (January 18, 1938 (January 18, 1938 --))

Who? Who? a a BritishBritish sociologistsociologist renownedrenowned forfor hishis theorytheory of of structurationstructuration and and hishis
holisticholistic viewview of of modernmodern societiessocieties, , ThirdThird Way Way 

Core concept: socialCore concept: social reflexivity/reflexive modernityreflexivity/reflexive modernity
Theoretical perspective on the changes happening in the presentTheoretical perspective on the changes happening in the present--day day ““runrun--
away worldaway world””: new risks and new uncertainties: ongoing reflection: new risks and new uncertainties: ongoing reflection
The notion of The notion of ““trusttrust”” is to be placed at the side to that of is to be placed at the side to that of ““riskrisk””
Traditional forms of trust tend to dissolveTraditional forms of trust tend to dissolve
Trust = confidence in abstract systemsTrust = confidence in abstract systems
Living in the Information Age: increase in Living in the Information Age: increase in social reflexivitysocial reflexivity

: : 
1998)1998)

??

??

??

??

??

??

??

??

??

PublicationsPublications
The The ThirdThird Way. The Way. The RenewalRenewal of Social of Social DemocracyDemocracy ((
SociologySociology (2006)(2006)
EuropeEurope In The Global In The Global AgeAge (2007)(2007)
The The PoliticsPolitics of of ClimateClimate ChangeChange (2009)(2009)



JurgenJurgen HabermasHabermas (June 12,1929 (June 12,1929 --))

Who? 
German philosopher and sociologist in the tradition of critical theory and 
American pragmatism
constructed a comprehensive framework of social theory and philosophy
drawing on a number of intellectual traditions: advances the goals of human
emancipation, while maintaining an inclusive universaliast moral framework
Major contribution: the development of a comprehensive theory of societal
evolution and modernization focusing on the difference between
comunicative rationality and instrumental rationality. 

Core concept: Democracy and the public sphere
No alternative to capitalism, however we need to re-establish our control 
over economic processes: revival of the public sphere
Reform of democratic processes, more involvement of community agencies 
and local groups: Media can contribute

: 
(1962)

(1981)
(2009)

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

Publications
The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere
The Theory of Communicative Action
Europe. The Faltering Project



Edgar Morin Edgar Morin (July 8,1921 (July 8,1921 -- ))

WhoWho? ? 
a a FrenchFrench philosopherphilosopher and and sociologistsociologist
knownknown forfor the the transdisciplinaritytransdisciplinarity of of hishis worksworks, , coveringcovering a wide a wide rangerange of of 
interestsinterests
dismissesdismisses the the conventionalconventional boundariesboundaries betweenbetween academicacademic disciplinesdisciplines

Core Core conceptconcept: : complexitycomplexity
HeHe attemptsattempts toto reconsiderreconsider the the relationrelation--triangletriangle: : ideologyideology--politicspolitics--sciencescience
through the through the methodmethod of of ““complexitycomplexity““, , whichwhich ""respectsrespects the mystery" of the the mystery" of the 
universeuniverse (vs (vs simplificationsimplification) ) 

: The : The sixsix volume volume masterworkmasterwork ““

(1986); (1986); 
(2004)(2004)

??

??

??

§§
§§

§§

PublicationsPublications La La MMééthodethode”” : La Nature de : La Nature de 
la nature (1977); La Vie de la vie (1980); La la nature (1977); La Vie de la vie (1980); La ConnaissanceConnaissance de la de la 
connaissanceconnaissance LesLes IdIdééeses (1991); L(1991); L’’HumanitHumanitéé de lde l’’humanithumanitéé (2001) (2001) 
and L'and L'ÉÉthiquethique complexecomplexe



AmartyaAmartya SenSen ((3 3 NovemberNovember 1933 1933 -- ))

WhoWho? ? 
anan IndianIndian economisteconomist--philosopherphilosopher and Nobel and Nobel PrizePrize--winnerwinner
knownknown forfor hishis contributionscontributions toto welfare welfare economicseconomics, , hishis work on work on 
faminefamine, , humanhuman developmentdevelopment theorytheory, welfare , welfare economicseconomics, the , the 
underlyingunderlying mechanismsmechanisms of of povertypoverty, gender , gender inequalityinequality, and , and 
politicalpolitical liberalismliberalism

Core Core conceptsconcepts: : HumanHuman capabilitycapability developmentdevelopment

: : 
On On EthicsEthics and and EconomicsEconomics (1987)(1987)
FreedomFreedom and and GlobalizationGlobalization/Globalizzazione Libert/Globalizzazione Libertàà (2002) (2002) 
IdentityIdentity and and ViolenceViolence: The : The IllusionIllusion ofof DestinyDestiny/Identit/Identitàà e e 
Violenza (2006)Violenza (2006)
The Idea of The Idea of JusticeJustice (2009) (2009) 

??

??

??

??

??

??

PublicationsPublications



European Sociology: European Sociology: 
AssessmentAssessment

Beginning of a new phase of development of Beginning of a new phase of development of 
sociological theory?sociological theory?

Global transition as profound as that that Global transition as profound as that that 
generated the classical thinkers?generated the classical thinkers?
Global transition much more widely felt across Global transition much more widely felt across 
the globethe globe

Need to develop new theories to understand Need to develop new theories to understand 
the new developments with are transforming the new developments with are transforming 
our societies todayour societies today

§§

§§

àà
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